Come hear the stories of two inspiring young Israelis - their struggles, their successes, their military service, and their hopes and dreams. Ask the tough questions, and learn what it is actually like to live in a country that is the subject of so much discussion in the media and on campus. The soldiers speak in dozens of cities across North America, in venues including college campuses, high schools, synagogues, and churches. By the time the annual tour is finished, our soldiers will have shared their personal experiences with tens of thousands of students and community members.

Friday November 3rd
11:00am
GSU 333

Hillel

Israeli Soldiers’ Tours is an innovative program featuring a diverse group of young reserve duty Israeli soldiers. Meet these citizen soldiers with combat experience who served in the IDF during missions in Gaza, Lebanon, and the West Bank. Hear their personal stories from the front lines that you won’t read in the headlines.